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I will highly recommend this publication to anyone coping with health problems or .. It is
disturbing to me how ramparte talks . A lot of people had been shocked that she would refuse
surgery and chemotherapy when she had been identified as having such a grave late-stage
disease, but Evita trusted her gut feeling that a rigorous regimen of juicing locally grown
generate was all of the ‘medicine’ she'd require. I know the writer individually and she is a
picture of health insurance and beauty Loved every second of this book! Manual for women's
health insurance and leadership. Four starts or five? This book is great.. You have to read this
book in case you have cancer presently or know a person who is going through cancer.. This
book is excellent. Powerful. That is clearly a definite no from me, all lives are essential,
actually cats ms ramparte. I felt different emotions appearing out of me. Evita'so story will
change your daily life. My mom is an extremely natural person and is choosing not to have
surgery or perform chemo. My mother means the world if you ask me so I started searching
online for natural ways to heal ovarian malignancy. During this time I was not permitted to eat;
I held praying and praying for God to greatly help reveal to me who I was likely to seek to help
with guidance, like, and assistance for my mother. God led me to attain out to Evita and I did.
My mom and I've both read her amazing reserve.. There are some awesome cleanses that I
am on the point of do with my mother from her publication. I was a sugar junkie without the
sugar. I have sent her email messages and spoke with her on the phone for specific points that
she discussed in her publication and she's been so kind to took the time to solution my
questions for me personally regarding my mom. An inspiring story of a trip to health that can
save lives I wish I had this reserve when one of my dear family was identified as having
Cancer. This reserve will motivate you to cleanse your body and brain and you have to buy it!
This book is a gem! This book is a gem! Having owned a cancer-focused primary care clinic in
Seattle I have go through countless books on cancer support methods, therapies and
philosophies. Finally comes this publication about something that each and every cancer
individual can and should do for themselves, and a successful preventive technique for
everyone against cancers connected with cumulative toxicity (which is nearly all of them). And
as Ms. Ramparte has confirmed, you may even cure your own cancers following the same
measures she did. But you won’t know unless you try, and she makes “trying” as simple and
easy as possible.Not merely is the book very informative and practical, it is fun to read. Beware
just read this when you have an open mind and desire to be told there is something better
looking forward to you! She actually is sharp, witty and very educated. Her enthusiasm for
what she offers is apparent and frankly, a bit contagious. Anonymous A must browse for
everyone! It is invaluable. It could have been a good way to convey to her all the information
and inspiration she'd have had a need to heal normally from someone who has recently been
through the journey rather than simply me as a family member with my very own 'opinions'. It
is possible to heal yourself and Evita will teach you how! What if all you thought you knew
about wellness was wrong? In "The Bliss of Cancer," Evita reveals the real causes of disease
and how she decided to forgo her doctors orders and take her wellness into her personal
hands and truly heal! AN ABSOLUTE MUST HAVE In Your Library Fantastic resource.!!Merely
to be secure, she decided to give herself 4 months to heal on her behalf own, conceding that
if after that time period the cancers were still present, she'd consider surgery in earnest. It was
the most horrible few days of my life. If we understood the cause we'd possess a Nobel prize.”
Evita countered, “Well I do not need the Nobel Prize but I believe I understand what caused
this: a toxic diet plan and toxic interactions!”Evita related that she believed the cancer tumor
was a wake-up call, catapulting her right into a total self-awakening and transformation.



Within her healing route, she tackled not merely her physical health, but her mental,
emotional and spiritual well-being, deciding on a completely holistic body-mind-center
recovery. She let go of her relationship, got a divorce, rid herself of stagnant, unsupportive
friendships, and started to vigorously cleanse her body with organic fruit and veggies. I will
highly recommend this book to anyone dealing with medical issues or anyone who wants to
remain healthy.When her doctors verified that Evita had ovarian cancer and suggested
surgery, Evita asked, “Do you know the reason for my disease? After just a few weeks on her
cleanse, nevertheless, Evita dropped 16 gallbladder stones and started shedding her
unwanted weight. Amazing tale of a really life changing circumstance.“I didn't focus on the
disease. I centered on strengthening the liver in order that it would clean the bloodstream and
take the poisons out. I went to the farmers marketplace, got myself organic vegetables: beets,
apples, olive oil, and lemon juice. I found Evita's video online on what she healed her ovarian
tumor naturally. Evita thank you for posting.” They laughed and said, “Good, we don’t know the
reason. Evita is normally such a beautiful person on the inside as well as on the outside. THIS
Publication IS A BLISSFUL BLESSING! Either KNOWING: Living a long healthy, Untroubled,
Euphoric, Joyful Happy Life and passing away naturally.”To her delight, Evita’s next ultrasound
exposed a substantial shrinkage of the tumors, something nobody thought was possible.
Make sure you help spread knowing of this beautiful book and remarkable story by posting it
with all your family and friends! I am very healthy but I regularly read books and articles about
cancer avoidance and nutrition. Even more remarkably, within that 4-month window that Evita
established, she became completely cancer-free. MAKE THE EASY CONNECTION! Maybe it
could have saved her. The difference can be between knowing being healthy, intelligent,
happy or not knowing being unwell, dumb and sad. Fighting for my entire life actually
awakened my beauty. OR: BEING UNSURE OF: Living a Shorter Unhealthy, Obese and
Unhappy existence, probably to die a horrendously painful unspeakable gruesome death.
Make sure you read this pearl of a reserve and make your personal educated choice, It’s easy
and nobody else is to blame for you as well as your children’s potential. MAKE THE EASY
CONNECTION AS EWA RAMPARTE Offers BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE….. In case you have cancers
or you know someone who was diagnosed, that is a MUST-READ!Tales like Evita's should be
the rule, not the exception. I am all about prevention and flooding the body with high quality
nutrition. I cherished reading Evita's tale, and was shocked to learn that the doctors were in
fact angry that she cured herself of cancer. The key is to keep a clean and alkaline body. That
is a wonderful, short, simple, excellent reserve to possess on your bookshelf to refer to or give
to a pal who has been diagnosed. Such a easy, interesting, informative read. Fir a normal diet I
disagree with her rejection of the healthy fats (coconut essential oil, butter etc) only if as the
brain needs fats. But fat fill you up, therefore skipping them would push you to eat enough
greens and fruits to pack in the mega nourishment had a need to heal from the (usually) multi-
years of nutritional abuse of your body that presents up as malignancy or chronic disease. This
book, among others on the theme, can save your valuable life and restore your wellbeing.
inspired Wow! I feel like I struck gold with this book. Evita’s brightness and spirit are evident on
every single page.Don’t pass this book up when you have cancer or know a person who does.
My mom just recently got identified as having ovarian tumor. Personal. It really is disturbing if
you ask me how ramparte talks about how her cat jumped out a screen, passed away and
how relieved that produced her. Political. Practical. An incredible journey of a woman
awakening to her power, beauty and freedom. I read this so fast it left me wanting more. A
must read for each and every woman and many too! It's a reserve everyone can read to allow



them to start to address any health concerns before they turn into physical disease. She
watched in amazement as her troublesome pores and skin problems cleared up before her
eye. Something therefore dark as any existence threatening disease is, author shows how
exactly to transform malady and discomfort into a positive recovery power. Despite of the
bleak subject matter, the book is pleasurable and readable. Momentarily funny and that is
where every healing should begin with- a smiling face. I was supposed to be juicing and
cleaning the intestines. Evita is actually a blessing from God!David VaughanClinical
NutritionistRetired Primary Integrative DOCTOR andOwner of West Seattle Recovery Arts This
is a MUST-READ for anybody struggling with cancer. I sincerely believe you can find in
general two types of people on this planet of ours (Both of these types have nothing at all to
do with: getting Rich or Poor, Black or white, Old or Young, Live in a city or in the united states,
Tall or short, Religious or Not, ). As somebody into natural holistic living I am influenced by
Evita's journey - she really did change her life around and as the name suggests she is
spiritually aware more than enough to learn that the malignancy was something special to
enable her to do this and today live a life of joy, enthusiasm and overflowing health. Evita is a
woman on a mission to share her story and uplift and empower others to care for themselves.
Amazing tale of a life changing situation Remarkable guide of where to find power within. And
if you are currently coping with a diagnosis this may be the perfect inspiration and practical
assistance to overcome and transfer to the best health you will ever have.
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